Position Title: Core Cutter  
Location: Bozeman, MT  
Duration: TBD  
Salary: TBD, based on experience

Company Background

Ethos geological is a mining, metals, engineering and agriculture consulting firm specializing in field services and drone geophysics. Ethos Geological offers services including mineral target generation and vectoring - geologic mapping, sampling & drilling programs, as well as soil sampling, claim staking and drone based geophysical surveys.

Position Summary

Ethos Geological is seeking a core cutter for upcoming exploration drilling programs in Nevada and Idaho. Duties include using a core cutting saw, cleaning and maintenance of saw, bagging samples and maintaining sequential sample order. Drilling programs often take place in remote areas where lodging on site, hotel or camp, is required for up to 20 days. The position is based out of Bozeman, MT, travel to site will be provided by company vehicle or mileage pay on personal vehicle.

Preferred Qualifications

- Able to live in remote camps/areas for up to 20 days
- Mechanically inclined
- Able to lift up to 50 pounds and hike in mountainous terrain
- Organizational skills
- Valid driver's license

Send resumes to
info@ethosgeo.com
1-833-436-7497